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There are many tools available to help the aspiring and
seasoned bicycle racer.
How should you prioritize the specialized equipment that may
help you as a bicycle racer?
Here is some information about bicycle tools of the trade to
help you make your decisions.

Stationary Trainer

Light-Weight Bicycle

Many beginners and naïve professionals think
of a stationary trainer as something to be used
only when the weather is foul and there are no
other alternatives.
Riders who have used them for systematic
progressive high-intensity cycling fitness-systems
training know that stationary trainers provide an
unmatched qualtiy workout.
Trainers are also invaluable for race-day
warm-ups.
Stationary trainers are generally around $200.

A pound is generally worth 20 seconds for
every hour of climbing.
Although many riders could also improve their
performance by shedding needless fat, for those
with the financial ability, trimming bicycle
weight can help performance in hilly events.
Once at the standard race-worthy bicycle level,
saving weight generally costs about $1 for every
gram of weight saved.

Bicycle Computer
Bicycle computers are fun, and they can help
you determine how far and how fast you have
ridden.
Computers with altitude function can help you
keep track of your climbing.
A cadence computer is invaluable for
stationary trainer workouts and for track pursuit
training and racing.

Heart Rate Monitor
Heart rate monitors are valuable in giving
riders feedback about the intensity of their
aerobic work.
Inexpensive models can be purchased for
under $50.

Power Meter
Workload is an important measure of exercise
intensity, and power meters give this information.
Unfortunately they are still relatively
expensive; many models have reliability and
accuracy problems. They are generally $1,000
and up.
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Light-Weight Wheels
Investing in a light-weight set of racing wheels
is often a good investment.
Although one pound generally translates to 20
seconds for every hour of climbing, rotating
weight is worth roughly twice that.
Current bicycle marketing is often aimed at
improving aerodynamics. Beware of this current
trend. Wheels with low-spoke counts are more
aerodynamic, but require stronger rims—rims
that are often heavier.
Although faster speed on level ground is
important, road races are often won or lost on the
climbs.

Aerodynamic Equipment
Aero Wheels
Time trialing? They can be worth more than
one minute for every hour of time trialing.
Disc wheels are around $1,000.

Skinsuit
Time trialist or criterium rider? A skinsuit is
faster, and relatively inexpensive—generally
under $100.
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Summary

Booties
Time trialist or criterium rider? Wearing
booties can save up to 30 seconds every hour or
reduce the power required to ride in the pack.
They are inexpensive—about $25.

Equipment can make important differences in
performance. Many items that improve
performance are not expensive. Not using the
right gear may cost you important results.

Aero Helmet
Time trialing? An aero helmet can save a
minute every hour, and is relatively
inexpensive—generally around $100.

Time Trial Bike
If you are serious about time trialing, a
dedicated aero-frame bike may save two minutes
for every hour of time trialing.
Aero bikes cost about the same as other highend bicycles.
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